Armstrong the Law Firm PC Presents FracGC®
The Texas Air Conditioning Contractors Association announces its new partnership with ARMSTRONG THE
LAW FIRM P.C., which presents FracGC®, the affordable legal solution for small to medium-sized heating/air
conditioning businesses. The FracGC® practice model was created in 2002, to specifically address the growing
need of small business for quality legal counsel at
an affordable cost. It allows business owners to
consult with an attorney as needed, and encourages
proactive use of outsourced general legal counsel as
an adjunct to your management team.
By combining the skills of attorneys practicing in various areas, FracGC® makes available the type of legal help
you need, and does so for a level monthly payment that puts you in control of the amount of time spent on legal
matters during the month. It allows preferred rates for both hourly assistance, and for flat fee matters such as wills
or corporate set-up. For businesses electing the litigation plan, it provides preferred rates for litigation matters,
should that be needed. FracGC® removes the fear of cost from conferring with your attorney, and encourages you
to do so proactively: before problems get out of hand.
Finally, FracGC® affords HVAC businesses the ability to budget and forecast their legal costs — something that
has traditionally been difficult or impossible for small businesses to do.
For TACCA members only, FracGC® is surprisingly affordable at just $199 per month for the entry level nonlitigation plan. The litigation plan is only $299 per month. And, if you know your legal needs are more robust,
additional hours are available under both plans for $399 - $499 per month. This preferred pricing is available
exclusively to TACCA members.
You can learn more about the FracGC® plan by visiting www.planobusinesslawyers.com/practice-areas/frac-gc/,
and can inquire or sign up by emailing to legalasst@armstrongthelawfirm.com.
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